
 

I. Make Your Master Bedroom a Stunning Master Suite 

▪  Colors: Light, neutral hues like creams, taupes & grays provide a relaxing atmosphere. Use 

soft, coordinating colors for your bedding, wall & accessories.  

▪   Flooring: Lighter blend carpeting that enhances the over all color theme chosen. 

▪   Lighting: Soft lighting with dimmer switches should always be used. Add lamps to brighten 

dark corners and illuminate each side of the bed. Overhead lighting can sometimes be too 

bright or concentrated and should be designed to create a soothing mood with soft balance 

lighting throughout the room. 

▪   Window Treatments:  A sense of privacy is essential to any bedroom. Window treatments 

offer coverage from the outside world and can be a beautiful design element. If outside 

lighting disrupts your sleep, consider black out curtains. 

▪   Furniture: All chairs, dressers and nightstands should be matching to the overall look of the 

bedroom. Excess furniture should be removed. Keep the essentials and keep it simple and 

relaxing. 

▪   Kitchen Accessories:  Room permitting, a wet bar with a coffee maker, microwave or mini 

fridge can make it very convienent for those extra snacks we all enjoy. This should not be a 

prominent part of the room but still in a convienent location. 

Please enjoy, this is the most romantic room in the house. 

 



  

7 Major Decorating Mistakes and How to Avoid Them by Yanic Simard 
Get solutions to the challenges that cause many homeowners to put off interior design projects 
 
A huge reason many people don’t get around to tackling a decorating project is because they’re afraid to make a 
costly mistake. To give you the confidence to start your own dream design, and to help you get it right the first 
time, I’ve put together a list of seven major design mistakes that can affect your entire project. Now you’ll know 
what to look for and how to get back on course to decorating success.  

1. Choosing paint first. While paint is in 
many ways one of the biggest parts of your 
design (particularly in terms of pure square 
footage), that doesn’t mean it should            
necessarily be the first thing you pick. 
 
Solution: Once you’ve settled on some of 
your essential fabric furnishings (rugs,     
pillows,   draperies, upholstery, etc.), it’s 
relatively easy to pick a coordinating color 
from a fan deck or set of paint chips. Finding 
fabrics you truly love after already          
committing to a paint scheme is much 
tougher.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Buying furniture without measuring. It’s hard to judge the scale of furniture when it’s sitting on a vast show-
room floor. That’s why homeowners are sometimes shocked to find that the beautiful sectional or coffee table they 
saw in a showroom looks as though it eats up the entire room when it’s sitting in their living room.  
 
Solution: If you know what measurements you’re shopping for, you can let the cold hard numbers guide you when 
your eyes might be playing tricks. Measure (or even mark with tape) the area available for each major piece so that 
you can figure out an acceptable size range.  
 
Bring these measurements with you when furniture shopping and stick to them. If you fall in love with something 
out of your size range, ask if it comes in different sizes, or have it measured and bring the measurements home to 
tape off in your space to make sure it’s a size you are happy with.  

3. Shopping in just one store. One-stop 
shopping is all the rage these days, but    
furnishing your entire home (or even just 
one room) from the same store tends to  
result in a much less interesting visual story 
than taking some time to shop around. 
 
Solution: Try boutiques that carry different 
design lines, or online stores that draw 
from different manufacturers and brands. 
This way, even if you have one preferred 
style or period, your home still won’t look 
cookie-cutter.  



  

4. Buying the whole set. Speaking of one-stop shopping, another designer no-no (although some would            
disagree) is to settle for purchasing furniture in a matching “set,” such as a bedroom suite or matching sofa and 

love seat. While this may be a shortcut to achieving a coordinated style    with-
out much thought, the results tend to have less appeal than a little     mixing 
can provide. 
 
Solution: Settle on one major 
piece and look to a different 
manufacturer for an item that 
coordinates without perfectly 
matching, such as these mix-
matched side tables. The end 
design will carry more personal 
flavor, one that can’t be found in 
a catalog.  

Details you can pick up between 
different pieces include color, 
material (such as the general 

type of upholstery or a metal finish), tufting or pleats, leg styles, 
straight versus rounded lines, and design period. Using a few of these  
connections will help pieces relate, so you can be confident that they coordinate (like these gray, tufted seats).  

5. Never making a bold choice. While nobody wants to spend an extra       
weekend painting over last weekend’s mistake, being fearful of ever making an   
adventurous decision can result in a space that feels bland or unsatisfying.  

Solution: Take a risk every now      
and then! Rest assured that if 
you do choose a dramatic wall 
treatment, you can always layer 
over it with light and breezy 
pieces (such as white wall art or 
neutral-colored furniture) to 
tame the look until it feels liva-
ble. And if you ultimately grow 
tired of it, you can change it 
someday.  

6. Making everything bold. The 
opposite of the previous mistake is 
to expect every piece you invest in 
to be the dazzling showstopper. 
Even in very dramatic spaces, some 
elements must be the simple        
staples that take a back seat to the 
focal points. Think of it like       
cooking: A great recipe may have 
tantalizing spices, but it will also 
need the humble salt to help that 
flavor sing. 
 
Solution: If you have a bold art 
piece, beautiful curtains or some 
vibrant fabrics, let other pieces 

(like your sofa upholstery or a large rug) be beautifully simple.  When   
choosing a new item or material to integrate, be sure to consider how it will 
fit into the entire palette, rather than just taking it at face value on its own. A 
solid-color pillow or demure gray blanket may not pop out at you when you’re shopping, but it might be just what 
a space needs.  



 

 

7. Never letting go of the 
past. It can be hard to get 
rid of clutter from days 
gone by, but it can be even 
harder to shake bad de-
sign memories. However, 
the fact that you’ve lived 
through an awful trend 
shouldn’t put you off a 
beautiful idea forever. For 
example, if you’re turned 
off by the shiny golden 
fixtures from decades 
past, you may want to 
keep your mind open to 
the matte brass fixtures 
that are trendy today.  

 
Solution: The fact that you’ve lived though a nasty wallpaper tear-down or a 
bad shade of orange paint shouldn’t mean you leave a powerful decor tool 
behind forever. With today’s technology, the options are only getting better, 
and you’ve got many great resources available to help you avoid making a 
mistake in the future. So go ahead, give that tempting design trend another try: After all, you live only once, but in 
design, everything old becomes new again. And if you stay receptive, you may find a bold style you’ll love forever.  

Be sure to continue to enjoy this warm 

& beautiful Summer! 

Williams Team 

Larry & Celeste 



1023 Greentree, Bloomfield Twp. 48304 

$649,900 

 

Exceptional 4 BR Unique Brick & Glass Contemporary Home in the 

Woods. Custom, light filled home & sunrm that is an architectural 

gem w/ flexible open flr plan, you must see this house! Completely 

renovated since 2012, has new roof, remodeled bthrms w/ designer 

vanities, new kitchen w/extra-long granite countertops, premium 

cabinets, breakfast nook & over-sized dining area. Rare wood plank 

tile flrs on main lvl, newly refinished wood flrs on upper lvl. All 4 

Season windows new in 2013, entire house repainted in neutral       

colors. Huge Mstr wing w/ WIC & Dressing Rm & Mstr Bth. 2nd Lg 

Bdrm w/ unique area that can be WIC, sitting rm or art studio. 2 Lg 

Entry Lvl Bdrms plus your own office area & meditation rm, great rm 

& family rm. Home includes 2 gas fireplaces & Lg 2 Car Garage.    

Outside you will enjoy the up north feeling of nature at its best w/ 

towering canopies of live oak trees while sitting outside or from your 

all glass sunrm & best of all, Bloomfield Hills Schools. Motivated   

Seller!  

We will be holding an OPEN HOUSE 

this Sunday, August 6th from 1pm—

4pm.  Everyone is welcome to come and 

see this one-of-a kind home! 



11392 Canal Rd. , Clinton Twp 

$ 74,900 

Must see this updated 2 bedroom brick condo. Entirely         

updated in 2015 includes newer kitchen with new             

stainless steel appliances, new and refinished wood 

floors, freshly   painted with designer colors and updated 

bathroom. Laundry on main floor. Master Bedroom has 2 

built in closets. Spacious  living room and dining   

area. Front yard is great for kids to play. Has a      

carport (#110) for covered parking, very close to    

separate rear entrance. Association fee includes heat, 

gas, water, trash, outside maintenance, all            

landscaping and snow removal. Also available for 

land contract with $16,000 down. Don't miss out on 

this renovated condo! Also has several places for 

guest parking.  


